
MOUNTAIN MAN CASE STUDY

To introduce the light beer by some other name in the U.S. Chris, must consider both advantages and disadvantages
taking this approach.

But it is important o meet sales revenue in Light MM greater than the fall in the revenue of larger Beer to
compensate the effect of decreasing the main product demand of the MMBC. Analysis of cannibalization is
necessary in order to show sustained profitability despite an anticipated drop in MM Lager sales. This decision
is based on financial projections of sustained profitability. Since , U. Traditional advertising was not as
effective as grass roots marketing in building beer brand awareness in the East Central region where MMBC
had a stronghold. So this would be an opportunity cost considered for the Light MM product. Get Essay By
the s, the lager had established itself as a legacy beer with a rich history, and the company continues to
maintain its independent, family-owned status which appeals to its core drinkers. This strategy, based on prior
successes throughout the U. Instead, they pursue their own style of marketing, chiefly with a trained sales
force. Conclusion: In conclusion, under all scenarios we will cover the losses within the first three years. No
doubt there is majority type of customers who has been chosen MMBC brand by their heart but still there was
a decline in that segment of the customer and also distributors were preferred other new entrants in the market
for a large number of sales commission earnings. Major threat for the company is the canalization risk of
major product of the company. This will directly impact the sales of MM Lager to some degree. Promotion :
Promotion Bar mats to be distributed to bars and retail outlets carrying light brew and Mountain Man lager.
Even the third scenario shows that the project will be profitable from the fourth year, we cannot underestimate
it, because it is the worst scenario, which makes the project even more attractive. The concern is that a light
brew would alienate the core customer base and erode the attributes that make MM a profitable company. But
the market trends and customers behaviors towards a specific product and their lifestyle demand the alteration
in MMBC product line. It is important to consider, however, that extending the product line does not
necessary equate to MM Lager cannibalization. If MMBC did not branch out, they are in jeopardy of being
dropped from sales channels in their home territory. What is the current situation? Currently, MM Lager has a
4-to-1 male-to-female ratio while the light beer category ratio is roughly 3-to This incurred cost is significant
in introducing a new product to the burgeoning light beer market in the east central region. Light MM product
should marketing through social and online media so that customers of new age group can easily know about
new product of the company. MMBC could generate increased turns at registers without having the deep
pockets of their competitors. What is required is a strategy founded on the principle that MM Light should
have a new product name and logo to differentiate it from MM Lager. MMBC has the chance to tap into a
large sales opportunity. So buyers which have a capacity to buy more in fewer prices now has less power of
purchasing the same product with the high price so demand is contracted due to this factor which ultimately
has the impact on the sales revenue of the MMBC overall. As beer contains the high amount of calories it is
losing its popularity in new customers, who preferring less caloric products of the main competitors. In this
case the introduction of the light beer to the market will be almost breakeven on the second year: This result is
also good, because the company will start earning additional profit from the third year. MM Light marketing is
needed to display it on the prime locations of pub and bars where new customers based can be target directly.
By , Mountain Man revenues would have declined by 9. The non-loyal customers occasionally spread their
consumption to five other beer categories. The rate at which MMBC was building new consumers was only
going to replace a fraction of their current buyers. Whether the MMBC should launch the new brand in the
market? Producing a light beer also presents an opportunity for MMBC capture part of the  How to cite this
page Choose cite format:.


